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 On Thursday, June 19 became a federal holiday. Known as Juneteenth, it commemorates 

the day in 1865 when Major General Gordon Granger announced the end of slavery to the people 

of Galveston, Texas. This was two and a half-years after the Emancipation Proclamation and two 

months after the end of the Civil War. Its passage represents our national acknowledgement of 

slavery and racism. It’s an acknowledgement. It doesn’t ameliorate racism. 

 Racism looms large in America. Acknowledging racism is painful. No one wants to 

admit to denigrating a person or an entire race of people because their skin color isn’t ours. It 

extends far beyond using racial slurs. It touches almost every aspect of our common life. It’s in 

housing, medicine, policing, banking, even American Christianity. It was written into our 

constitution. It keeps us from being a truly internally strong nation. Indeed, racism has the 

potential to destroy us from within. 

 Racism horrifies us, and we want to stay far away from it. States are trying to ban critical 

race theory, an academic perspective that emerged in the 1970s in response to Johnson’s Great 

Society. It observed that despite its massive amount of money to fight poverty, poverty in black 

communities remained stubbornly high. It postulated that racism was systemic, embedded in our 

institutions. Some people have twisted it to claim it is anti-Christian. 

 Racism is our Goliath in America. It towers over the landscape. It threatens our existence. 

The question… who is David? 



 Goliath was not just huge. By describing his armor, the writer of 1 Samuel made him 

even more threatening than his physical size. He was so well protected that he seemed virtually 

indomitable. No one could defeat him. 

 Contrast him to David. The writer intentionally made David small. He wasn’t part of the 

army facing the giant. He was the young shepherd boy called from the field. He couldn’t wear 

Saul’s armor because it was too big. Nevertheless, David was brave. His speech boasted of 

fighting off lion and bear should they attack the flock. 

 David gathered five smooth stones for his pouch before he faced Goliath without armor 

and without any obvious weapons. He had a slingshot, a simple weapon, more for a child than a 

warrior. Thus, a vast power differential between the two adversaries. 

 David won. If we only think of this story as David prevailing over Goliath, we miss the 

writer’s point. It underscored a common Biblical theme, with God the less powerful will prevail. 

Think of the Magnificat, “He has brought down the powerful from their thrones, and lifted up the 

lowly.” (Luke 1:52) 

 We cannot let Goliath intimidate us. The story tells us that we can slay the giant with 

modest resources. We have the five smooth stones. 

 Love. Love is foundational. Love as Paul described it in 1 Corinthians 13: patience, 

kindness, humility, forgiveness. Love as Jesus told the lawyer is loving your neighbor as 

yourself. 

 Compassion. Compassion which we must have for one another. Compassion to grasp 

racism’s root to understand the depth of fear that gives it life. Compassion towards those who 

unwittingly hold racist thoughts. Compassion towards those who knowingly promote racism that 

loving them, as difficult as it is, will dispel their fear. 



 Remembering. Remembering the stories of people who have suffered racism’s lash: the 

Tulsa Race Massacre, Bloody Sunday, Angel Island, Trail of Tears, Zoot Suit Riots. 

Remembering not just stories of the past, but stories today: immigration on our southern border, 

overwhelming Native American poverty on their reservations, anti-Asian violence, George Floyd 

and many other lives. 

 Courage. Courage to face these stories. Courage to acknowledge that racism is embedded 

in our institutions. Courage to accept that we can be unwitting beneficiaries of systemic racism, 

our sins of omission. Courage to challenge the system and the privilege we derive from it. 

Courage to listen with open hearts to its victims’ stories. 

 Realistic. Realistic to racism’s many forms from blatantly in your face to imperceptibly 

subtle. Realistic to our unintentional and sometimes complicit participation in it. Realistic to its 

deep rootedness such that ending it will be an arduous task. Realistic to acknowledge that 

without addressing it honestly and faithfully, it will get only get worse.  

 Let’s not think that only one of these stones will bring down Goliath. Let’s acknowledge 

that David had a lucky shot. We probably need all the stones. The point is that we have the 

stones. 

 We got them from Jesus, the son of David, the brave one who slayed Goliath. 

 Though Juneteenth marked the end of slavery, its effects linger today. We may not end it, 

but we can certainly join the struggle to end it. Only when it ends will we be truly free. 


